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АНТРОПОНИМЫ В ИСТОРИИ РУССКОГО ЯЗЫКА 

 

Аннотация. В данной статье рассматриваются антропонимы в истории 
русского языка. Отмечается, что имена людей по происхождению и 
употреблению разнообразны. У каждого народа, в том числе и у русского, есть 
свои индивидуальные имена, которые даются в детстве и обычно сохраняются 
на всю жизнь. Большое количество русских людей носит старые традиционные 
русские календарные имена, включенные в прошлом, они были включены в 
церковные и гражданские календари. 
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ANTHROPONYMS IN THE HISTORY OF THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE 

 

Abstract. This article examines anthroponyms in the history of the Russian 

language. It is noted that the names of people are diverse in origin and use. Each 

nation, including the Russian, has its own individual names, which are given in 

childhood and are usually preserved for life. A large number of Russian people bear the 

old traditional Russian calendar names included in the past, they were included in 

church and civil calendars. 
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The names of people in their origin and use are varied. Individual and group 

names are highlighted. There are many individual names in Russian: Ivan 

Alexandrovich Vasiliev, Anna Grigorievna Vasilyeva, etc. 

Each nation, including Russian, has its own individual names, which are given in 

childhood and are usually preserved for life. But "for some peoples, when people reach a 

certain age, one name is "removed", and the other is "appointed "by persons authorized 

to do so." Traditionally, Russians call by name and patronymic when communicating [1, 

p. 175]. 

A large number of Russian people bear the old traditional Russian calendar 

names, included “in the past, they were included in church and civil calendars. The term 

"church names", sometimes used in everyday life, is incorrect, since these names have a 

long history associated with the history of peoples that existed long before the advent of 

Christianity. Personal names, placed in church calendars, were collected by the Christian 

church at the beginning of our era. They are nothing more than the names of people of 

various ancient peoples who died a martyr's death for the Christian religion and are 

numbered among the saints by the Christian church" [2, p. 15]. After the baptism of Rus 

(988), the Russian people mainly used personal names contained in church calendars. 
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Among them stand out Greek (Alexander, Epistima, Peter, Philip: Anastasia), Latin 

(Valery, Lawrence; Rufina, Justina) origin. 

Along with calendar names, there were non-calendar forms of the same names. 

Strictly speaking, non-calendar names are all that are absent in the calendars, but as 

applied to our region, these are Old Russian names. They were used in living folk 

practice, in everyday life, but for various reasons they did not fall into the calendars. 

Some names stand out from the crowd as being very short. In ancient calendars, 

there are two male names consisting of only two sounds: Yves, Or. The female name 

Iya, although written with two letters, consists of three sounds: I + d + a. There are much 

more names consisting of three sounds: male names – Agn, Var, Vil, Vis, Vit, Guy, Dan, 

Kai, Cyrus, Lev Liin, Mal, Maar, Nile, Nit, Noah, Pud, Ruf, Sim, Tit, Tom, Fal, Fan, 

Phot; female – Ada, Aza (formerly male). The male name Yust and the female name 

Eve, Zoya, Leah, although written in three letters, consist of four sounds. The shortest 

also include monosyllabic names: Vass, Verk, Vlas, Gleb, Peter, Prov, Firs, Crisp, 

Xanthus, Proclus and some others [3, p. 218]. 

The longest and most difficult to pronounce are five- and six-syllable names. They 

are almost never found among the modern Russian population, these are: Exacustodian, 

Niktopolion, Asklipiodota, Thessaloniki. 

As in everything, the golden mean in the size of the names played a major role: 

two-, three- and four-syllable names prevailed: Ivan, Lydia, Tatiana, Vissarion, Neonila. 

Only a few long names have become widespread in modern Russian: Apollinaria, 

Anastasia, Euphrosinia, Catherine, Maximilian, Panteleimon. 

Thus, the size of the name, the number of syllables in oral speech, that is, when 

naming people, play an important role. However, one cannot but pay attention to the fact 

that some short names did not take root, but long ones, on the contrary, exist. The three-

syllable Constantine and the four-syllable Alexandra are widespread. Consequently, it is 

not only a matter of the number of syllables, but also of the number of consonants and 
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vowels, and their sequence, and, mainly, in tradition, a habit that has developed over the 

centuries [4, p. 163]. 

Historically, Russian male and female names differ in their external form. 

Masculine ones usually end in a solid consonant (Semyon, August) or in -iy (Yuri), 

feminine ones - in -а, -я (Anna, Valeria). Against the background of these common 

names, for example, male names ending in -а, -я stand out. There were about forty of 

them in the old calendars. Some of them are familiar and do not dwell on themselves: 

Nikita, Savva, Luka, Kuzma, Ilya, Vavila, Sila, Nikola and others. The less familiar in 

the process of living practice were transformed: they either passed into the category of 

female names, since their endings are typical for most female personal names, or they 

lost this ending, remaining in the category of male names. Thus, the name Antipas 

turned into Antip, Artyom – into Artyom, Elima – into Elim, Zosima - into Zosimus, 

Nirsa – into Nirsa, Menaea – into Menaea, Malachi – into Malach, etc. Aref's name 

changed to Arephius. The names Aza, Zina, Inna, Rimma, Feona have passed into the 

category of women. The name Rimma is found as a rare male name even now, but its 

alterations are also registered: Rome and Rimm. 

Some male names with a final -а have generally gone out of use: Avda, Aquila, 

Cleopa Papa and others. The last two, in addition to the ending, were hampered by their 

consonance with Russian common nouns. The fact that these names were nevertheless 

occasionally met is evidenced by the surnames formed from them [5, p. 37]. 

Some masculine names ending in a solid consonant, for example, having final 

combinations -in, -ov, -ik, -ok, turned out to be atypical. So personal names with the 

final -in (Anin, Domnin, Klavdin, Marin, Martin, Milyutin, Pavlin, Rufin, Savin and 

others) are very similar to surnames and possessive adjectives. If you put an emphasis in 

them not on the last syllable, you get adjectives or surnames from the female names 

Anya, Domna, Klavdia, Mara, Marta, Pavel, Rufa and from the male names Milyuta, 

Sava. This vagueness made the listed names uncommon. 
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Other names with the ending -in were rarely used; Antonin, Victorin, 

Euphrosynus, Justin, Zevin, Peregrin, Severin, Fantin, although their bases do not give 

reason to confuse them with derivatives of female names. The only name ending in -in, - 

Constantine was always in use because of the special favor of the church as to the name 

of several Byzantine emperors. It was often given in the royal family. The name Martin 

in Russian folk dialects turned into Martin, dissociating itself from the form consonant 

with the surname [6, p. 87]. 

The names with the final -ik are relatively rare: Andronicus, Atticus, Galik, 

Evnoik, Zotik, Illyrik, Kallinik, Klebnik, Razumnik, Rustic, Rurik, Stratonik, Tychic, 

Fusik. They are sometimes mistaken for diminutives. However, these are old full names, 

and -ik is by no means a suffix in them. Spoken Russian has transformed many of these 

calendar names, freeing them from the final -ik. So, the name Andronicus turned into 

Andron, Kallinikos – into Kalin, Umbrella – into Zot and Izot, etc. Similar names are 

found among many peoples: Adik, Gagik, Zelik, etc. 

The continuous influence of the system of the Russian language on the names that 

exist in it is reflected in our time. So, the ancient name Rurik retained its official form, 

however, attempts are known to turn it into Ruriy with the more familiar ending -ii that 

is found in many names. The French name Iness (s) gets the Russian ending -а and 

becomes Iness (s) а. In this name, sometimes the vowel e is mistakenly replaced by e (in 

Russian, after consonants, it is not customary to write this letter: compare with the name 

of the city of Odessa; Odessa is a violation of Russian pronunciation). In both words – 

Inessa in front of e – soft-sounding n and d, respectively. Some names receive an 

unreasonably large number of variants: Rodomir, Rademir, Radmir, Boremir, etc. We 

believe that for the first name two variants of Rodemir and Ratmir, as the most popular, 

would be sufficient; As for the name Borimir, apparently it is necessary to take the most 

ancient form of it Borimir, and the version of Boremir, which some decipher as "fighter 

for peace", should be attributed to the individual creativity of the parents. 
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The formation of personal names by rejecting or attaching certain components to 

the bases gave unusually rich results in the ancient Greek language. For example, the 

word-forming element -id, added to the names, indicated a kinship; Cronidus (aka Zeus, 

the main deity of the ancient Greeks) was the son of Cronus and Rhea; the hero of the 

Trojan War, Achilles, was called by his father (Peleus) – Peleid; the name Leonidas 

came from the name Leon as a result of the addition to it of the same element -id, etc. 

Similar formations are the names Plato and Platonida, Aglai and Aglais, Stephen and 

Stephanides, and Salamonides, known in Russian. 

In the language of the Romans, the components -an, -in were indicated for the 

presence of family relations; Valery – Valerian, August – Augustine. Later, the finite -

id, -an, -in turned into purely formal elements, i.e. ceased to denote kinship. These 

formal elements are used in the formation of new names in our time: Heroida, Darina. 

Many names in ancient times arose from epithets and additional names of various 

deities, as well as from their allegorical names, which were used at the time when the 

main and main name of the deity was forbidden to pronounce. In this respect, a peculiar 

group of nautical names is of great interest. Many ancient peoples were associated with 

the Mediterranean and naturally worshiped various sea gods. 

In the old Russian calendars, there are not only those names that are familiar to us 

from Greco-Roman mythology, but also many names of historical figures of antiquity – 

Greeks, Romans, Egyptians, Persians, Syrians and others: Diogenes, Mary, Nikias, 

Philip and others. Female names are also known: Olympias – the Macedonian queen, 

mother of Alexander the Great, Agliada – a famous trumpet player in the army of 

Alexander the Great, and others. One of the most common names – Alexander – was 

worn by the king of Macedonia, a statesman of the Ancient world, who lived in 356-323 

BC. 

History knows the Persian kings Cyrus, famous for his great conquests, and 

Darius, the Egyptian king Philadelphus, who lived in the 3rd century BC, the 

commander and writer, statesman of Ancient Rome Julius Caesar, who lived in 100 - 44 
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BC ... Also known are the Roman poets Livy, Andronicus, the ancient Greek 

philosophers Socrates and Plato. These personal names and additional naming 

conventions, as well as many other names, belonged to various historical personalities in 

distant times [7, p. 146]. 

Thus, the names of each nation are associated not only with its culture, way of 

life, but also with the development of productive forces. In order for any name to appear 

in a given nation, certain cultural and historical conditions are necessary. You can get 

interesting connections about this by referring to personal names contained in literary 

texts. 
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Аннотация. Статья посвящена изучению неологизмов немецкого языка 
последних десятилетий в тематической группе «Freizeit». Посредством анализа 


